
Using SES to send your first campaign with GoPhish 

By Jim Lamb 

 

In the SES console, I chose to Verify a New Domain, adding my domain and choosing to 

generate new DKIM settings: 

 

Verify a new domain in SES 

SES then displayed some values for me to add as TXT, MX and CNAME records to the 

DNS for my domain: 



 

DNS settings for my domain to enable SES 

Adding these records to my domain was trivial via my domain registrar’s control panel. 

While I was editing the DNS for my fake domain, I decided to add an A record pointing 

to the Elastic IP address of our Gophish server, that would be useful later. 



www.airwalk-consulting.com A 11.22.33.44 

After a very short time, the domain was showing as “Enabled for sending”. 

 

My domain is enabled for sending 

I then chose SMTP settings in the SES console to get the information I would need to 

add to the sending profile in Gophish. 

 

I also had to click Create My Sending Credentials (as seen in blue above) to get some 

SMTP authentication credentials. This creates an SMTP username and password in the 

form of an IAM user with a key and secret key. I noted these down to put into Gophish 

later. 

I was still in the SES Sandbox, so in order to perform some testing I needed to verify 

recipient domains to SES. I added my genuine company email address to “Email 

Addresses” in the SES console and verified it by clicking on the link in the email SES 

sent to me there. 

https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/ses/latest/DeveloperGuide/setting-up-email.html


 

Verify a recipient domain for SES testing 

Back in Gophish, I now had what I needed to create a sending profile. 



 

Create a new Gophish sending profile 

● From: I chose an arbitrary email address at my newly-purchased domain 

● Host: I used the SMTP server listed on the SES SMTP Settings page, with 

:25 for the port part 



● Username / password: The IAM-style credentials created and noted down 

earlier 

I then chose to Send test email and Save profile 

The test ended up in my junk folder, which led me to ask myself another question… 

More Phishing Filosophy 

Should we whitelist our “dodgy” domain in our corporate mail server? 

The spam filter worked — the test email ended up in my junk folder with a warning that 

it looked suspicious, even though it didn’t even contain any links or attachments at this 

point. A topic I discussed in more detail in my earlier story, Phishing Filosophy, is 

whether I should deliberately remove this technological layer of protection for my 

phishing test domain. My conclusion was: of course! We know there is reasonable 

technology out there to block suspicious email and hopefully we’re all using some of it, 

but what we’re here to test are the people. Therefore, I whitelisted my copycat domain 

on our corporate mail server and re-sent the test. This time it landed in my inbox 

without any warnings. Boom. 

Time for a campaign! 

A campaign is where you can put it all together. I created a test campaign with the 

template, landing page and sending profile I created earlier. 

https://medium.com/airwalk/phishing-filosophy-e2fd54c5c5ca


 

My first Gophish campaign 

Everything is fairly self-explanatory and the Campaign page in the User Guide explains 

it all. 

https://docs.getgophish.com/user-guide/documentation/campaigns


For the URL, I used the hostname for our Gophish server that I setup as an A record in 

our DNS earlier. 

After clicking Launch Campaign I had to accept a couple of times that I really wanted to 

launch my test campaign right now. 

My email arrived in my work inbox. The link went through to my landing page and I 

could see the status of my campaign in the Gophish dashboard: 

 

Gophish campaign results 

Lose those training wheels 

It was time to move out of the SES Sandbox. I sent a support request to AWS, requesting 

an SES service limit increase to 100 emails per day, which I didn’t think was too greedy, 

being totally honest about what I was intending to use their service for. Then, I had to 

wait for my ticket to be answered. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/ses/latest/DeveloperGuide/request-production-access.html


 

Time Passes 

In a couple of days AWS had accepted my request and given me a limit of 50,000 

messages per day. It was way more than I needed, but that was fine. 

 

Giant Brown Trout, by me 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/sheeprus/3400161606/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/sheeprus/3400161606/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/sheeprus/3400161606/


Let’s catch some phish 

Once everyone at AirWalk had confirmed they had completed the training, it was time to 

create a “real” campaign. 

I chose a suitable target group within the company. How you choose to do this will 

depend on your organisation. Perhaps you’ll target everyone, perhaps a specific 

department, or perhaps a slice through various departments. 

In the Gophish admin interface, I created a new group and used the Bulk Import Users 

option to upload a CSV file rather than having to key in everyone’s details by hand. 

 

Create a new group in Gophish 



As you will see if you download the example CSV template, the format is pretty 

straightforward: 

First Name,Last Name,Email,Position 

I left the job position empty as I won’t be using it and besides it was a faff to gather that 

information accurately. One thing that took me a while was to realise that I had to leave 

the column headings (from the template, as above) in the file on the first line otherwise 

it won’t take any data from the file. 

Next, I created a more “realistic” email template, inviting my colleagues to read all about 

AirWalk’s Brexit planning via a link pertaining to be to our intranet. This was not an 

original idea, as phishers are known for choosing popular topics from current affairs to 

pique people’s interest and to distract them from considering the validity of the sender. 

I also created a more interesting landing page, which clearly stated that the reader had 

participated in an AirWalk phishing test, but I still couldn’t resist having Matrix-style 

green rain falling in the background. 



 

My phishing test landing page 

I then created a new sending profile, created as a copy of the test one I created earlier, 

which means the SMTP server and authentication details were all pre-populated. The 

only thing I changed was the from address and friendly name, to be more appropriate to 

the content of the email. 

With those complete, I could create a new campaign where I selected the new email 

template, landing page and sending profile. 



 

Launch a new campaign in Gophish 

Then I clicked Launch Campaign, confirmed my intent, and the fun began. 



I could then monitor the campaign status in the campaign results page. As we can see, 

one person has clicked the link in the email already. Oops: 

 

Gophish campaign status 

The campaign results dashboard is where I spent a great deal of time in the minutes 

immediately after I sent the email. Here is an example of the results page from a test 

campaign. It shows a linear timeline above a representation of emails 

sent/opened/clicked as well as whether people had submitted data, if you had put a 

form on a landing page. 



 

Example Gophish campaign results 

Using the data from the dashboard, I pulled individuals into a private Slack channel as 

they each opened the email.  

In that channel I requested that they keep any conversation about the email to that 

specific place and not on more general channels or openly in the office. 

Follow Up 

At an all-hands meeting shortly after I ran the first company-wide phishing test, we had 

a constructive session where I presented the results.  

We discussed the various consequences of clicking bad links and opening malicious 

attachments and I went on to give practical advice on avoiding falling victim to phishing 

or other types of cyber attack.  

We have agreed to provide further training by video and run regular tests in order to 

retain the level of phishing awareness in current and future staff. 

https://slack.com/


 

Phishing education, Jim-style 


